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1. Rule of Thumb Google Drive

BeenThereDoneThat’s Google Drive

At BeenThereDoneThat our model is built on partnership. We believe that Google Drive is the best tool because of the powerful collaboration
features and robust built-in security.

DoneThat

We work at such speed, meaning we must ensure the process of all projects we work on together is smooth sailing.
No more back and forth PowerPoint decks lost through email chains.
All projects are worked on live, with generally one version (unless it’s a reﬁned deck) and saved in one location.
BeenThere

Google Slides not ppt

Client Lead
/Account Director

Provides external partners (eg
PDs) with Google Slide links to
work into

It’s the responsibility of the central BeenThereDoneThat team to home the presentation
in the correct folder and provide any external partners with the Google Slide link.
Your Client Lead or Account Director will ensure that they send you the Google Slide link
to work into. Always reach out and ask teams for a link to the Master Deck if you need one.

DoneThat

We DO NOT use ppt if we can avoid it as this platform corrupts our font and can
damage our layout.
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Saving documents in the right place

Client teams SHOULD be creating all documents and saving them in the right place
(as per the template above) to distribute with the rest of the team to collaborate on.
IF you are creating a COPY of a document please always move to the relevant folder before you
start working on it.
DoneThat

And for Problem Deﬁners, before you create a document yourself always ask the client team for
a template to save you time and energy.
BeenThere

Version Control and Document Labelling

Use the version history tool in the deck when
you need to retrieve older slide copy/imagery.

Example of Document Labelling.

Google Slides has an incredible version history feature. So creating a new version of a document
should be reserved only for when we are reﬁning a deck post presentation etc.
During curation, to make life easier for the community manager dropping in amends and the
designers working on the ﬁnal deck, please don’t make additional copies of the deck.

DoneThat

Where we do want to create a new version of a document (e.g reﬁning the ideas from 9 to 3 or 1)
please label accordingly as REFINED ROUTES or FINAL OUTPUT (NB all ﬁnal outputs should be
saved in the project ‘ﬁnal ﬁles’ folder for easy future navigation.
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Master Slides

If in doubt, just create a document from the Master Template that sits on the drive.

MAKE SURE before accessing the Master Template you are already in your desired folder location
ﬁrst. This will save time hunting through the drive to ﬁnd a place to save your deck. Or if not please
be sure to save/move/rename the deck to the right location after creating.

DoneThat

All you need to do is hit the +NEW button on the top left of the G-Drive then go to:
Google Slides > From a template > BTDT Global. Here you will ﬁnd our Master BTDT Template.
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2. Cheat Sheet

Intro/Outro Slides

Intros

Outro

DoneThat

We use the School of Athens to tell our story, and what a fascinating story we want to share. These are our three main
brand visuals to be used in our presentations as intros & outros.
Make sure you include your contact details on the outro slide.
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Our typeface is Muli

●

Font Family:
Paragraph: Muli Light
Headers: Muli Bold
Highlighted copy: Muli Bold

●

Font Sizes:
Headers: 10pt, 14pt, (40pt blush dividers)
Paragraphs: 10pt

Muli is our primary typeface, a versatile and minimalist font suitable for web and mobile
applications.

We only use Muli LIGHT and BOLD never Normal.

DoneThat

You should not need to download the font. You should be working in the live doc with the font embedded.
But just incase … here’s a link to the Muli font family Click here
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Examples in more detail:
14pt Light

14pt Bold
10pt Light
10pt Bold

20pt or
40pt Bold

10pt Light

14pt Light
10pt Bold
10pt Bold
10pt Light

DoneThat

10pt Light

BeenThere

Highlighter Tool is used to draw out the key narrative in paragraphs

DoneThat

Highlighter tool is to be used within blocks of ordinary text to highlight the key narrative. The purpose
is to draw out the main focus.
Use our blush brand colour #fed9c6 and always bold the copy for more impact.
BeenThere

Corner stamp used to mark our copy

DoneThat

Be aware of marking all slides with content with the BeenThereDoneThat logo.
All templates will/should include this on all slides. Please do not remove or delete.
This is our trademark.
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Which slides to use when

DoneThat

Master deck footer
includes supporting
copy to instruct on
what the slide is
used for.
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3. Our visual identity and why it matters

™

We are brand experts so we look pretty
silly if we can’t manage our own brand
While ‘ﬂexibility within a framework’ is the modern way for
brand identities to operate, that’s not the same as being
inconsistent or visually incoherent.
Please take the time to understand the basic visual principles of
our brand. Because if you are producing material for us, you are
in effect part of our brand’s visual team.
Here’s the link to our BeenThereDoneThat brand book

Our X is our brand mark. It represents
multiplication and combination.
For example, the combination of our thinkers and the volume of
their ideas, or the combination of Problem Deﬁnition and
problem solutions.

Something

Something

It’s a creative hook, and you can hang things to its left and right
to talk about combinations that are greater than the sum of
their parts.

No:

BTDT

Conﬁdent not shouty
If you write our name it’s always one word:
BeenThereDoneThat* upper and lower case.
Likewise, others might abbreviate our name but we don’t. Our
name says everything about what we believe in and is a real
differentiator against any competitors. Let’s use it properly.

Yes:

BeenThereDoneThat

*legally in the US we have to refer to ourselves in writing as
BTDT Global but only in ofﬁcial documents and
correspondence.

RGB:
254/217/198
Hex:
#fed9c6
CMYK:
0/20/22/0
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Blush

RGB:
85,90,95
Hex:
#555A5F
CMYK:
64/50/45/37

Bright Grey

RGB:
166/168/176
Hex:
#A6A8B0
CMYK:
38/29/24/5

Cool Grey

RGB:
29/29/27
Hex:
#1D1D1B
CMYK:
0/0/0/100
RGB:
255/255/255
Hex:
#ffffffff
CMYK:
0/0/0/0

RGB:
12/184/187
Hex:
#0CB8BB

Colour Palette

Black

The colours in our brand pay homage to our purpose and
positioning. Our brand is to embody a spacious and clean
aesthetic.
Blush, Bright Grey, Cool Grey: To be used sparingly and not
over indulged. These colours can be used for charts, slide
dividers and actions.
Black & White: To be used for fonts, iconography, charts and
navigations.
Turquoise: Digital accent colour.
(NOT TO BE USED IN PRESENTATIONS)

White

Turquoise

4. 6 Things to avoid

6 things to avoid:

BTDT
BeenThereDoneThat

Our typeface is Muli ONLY.

Speak and write about us in one word lower
and uppercase.

Avoid using old branding. We as a business
will supply you with the correct slides.

All slides must include our corner stamp logo
with slides that include copy.

Use Google Slides NOT Powerpoint.

Avoid creating multiple decks/saving in the
wrong location. Work in one live ﬁle provided
by your BeenThereDoneThat contact.

BeenThere
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Helvetica
Arial
Muli

Thank

You

